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WARNING! This book will make you want to stay on holiday forever...Sara has such insight into

human nature and always works the characters and their lives around the beautiful Greek

countryside with such wonderful description. There is never a sad ending!!!!Miltos has chased

through life not quite knowing what it is that he is looking for. His journey has given him an

understanding of different cultures and wide reaching life experiences but still a part of him is

unfulfilled. When he opens his mind to contemplate what his legacy will become if he remains on the

same course, he wonders if he should perhaps circle back to the beginning. He finds himself in a

small Greek village where the people bewitch him and he contemplates what a stable life might

bring. Be will he find what he was looking for in such a quiet, sun filled place?Praise for The

Stranger In The VillageHer books make be feel like I am in Greece and are all so well written, they

just leave you wanting more. -Â Mrs D Sage, Â I have to admit that I have loved every story in the

Greek Village Series. And every new story that Sara writes is my new favorite. But this story is truly

my favorite. I loved the twists and turns and the promise in the ending. Sara outdid herself with this,

her 18th book. Instead of getting predictable the stories just get better and better. It was great

visiting old friends and making new ones. Can't wait for #19! - Sharon Scott.'Oh Sara what have you

done? After reading all 17 of The Greek Village Series I though I better read a couple of other

books. So I chose one, and began to read â€¦ rubbish. Began another author â€¦ rubbish. Began a

third, yes you have guesses it! I just cannot get into another book!. The Greek Village has bewitched

me.â€™ A reader.I'm a sixty-two year old women who has never written any fan mail in my life, but

that was before I read any of your books. To date I have read six of your books and love them all.Â 

I get pulled into the story and feel like I'm part of it.Â  The relevance, the character development, the

plots, and the descriptive nature of your writing draw me in.Â  Keep writing, reading each book is

like taking a vacation. Reader from Wichita, Kansas.If you enjoyed Full House by Maeve

Binchy,Â 'The Pact'Â orÂ 'The Story Teller'Â byÂ Jodi Picoult,Â 'Necessary Lies'Â byÂ Diane

Chamberlain,Â 'The Thread'Â orÂ 'The Island'Â byÂ Victoria HislopÂ orÂ 'The Unlikely Pilgrimage

of Harold Fry'Â byÂ Rachel JoyceÂ you'll love this book...
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Just finished reading this ,now have withdrawal symptoms although I have about about 200 books

on my Kindle it doesn't stop me wanting more of Sara's books.Such a talented author who makes

her readers feel they must carry on reading the book but dreads it ending.Trying to find the words

that describes how much this book gives , covers so many feelings ,situations with new characters

and well loved ones from the village.A wonderful book.

You've done it again, written a compelling story with love and heartache, conflict and resolution all in

a colorful setting, with realistic characters and complex personalities that come alive on the page.

I've read all but two of your books. Now because he is a character in this book, I have to read Sakis'

story in A Song Amongst the Orange Trees, and I will surely read The Priest's Well before it is all

said and done. Thank you so much for being such a wonderful story teller. But, Sara, what have you

done ...left me yearning to know what happens to Juliet ...?? Is there romance in the air? How long

must I wait? Not too long I hope *#@&?! It is so unfair of you but quite smart since there is an

excellent chance that I buy your next book, right? I truly hope this review gives due justice to your

book.

What an interesting and refreshing story! So well written, drawing us in to so many different

characters. I feel like they are all my friends. Ã°ÂŸÂ’ÂšÃ°ÂŸÂ’Âš Always a life lessen woven in to

every book that Sara writes. They always make me smile. Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠÃ°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠÃ°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠÃ°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ

I am never disappointed!!!!



I have come to dearly love the people in The Greek Village Series. The fully developed characters

are written with compassion and wonderful insights into humanity. Nothing makes me happier than

Sara Alexi releasing a new book, which I quickly devour too learn more about the adventures of

these people with such intricately intwined histories. Greece is always one of the main characters of

this series, every book another vacation. "A Stranger in the Village" was a delight, with an ending

that was a bit unexpected and lovely. Read the books and fall in love. HIGHLY recommended.

I have received several free books from BookBub, and although I have enjoyed reading every one

of them, only a few of them draw me to the author and the desire/need to follow (know everything I

can possibly know) about the people I have met in the book. Since that first book, The Illegal

Gardener, I have been drawn back time and again (19 times), to my vacation spot. I love Sara

Alexi's writing style. I love the people she has introduced me to. I want to visit this ideal Greek

Village and sit and visit with the people I have met.

Love the beginning and end and all the what seemed to be stepping out of the village in-between.

This story comes full circle about a life full of twists and turns. Loved seeing so many of the people I

have come to love in the Greek Village. I now know them even better than I did before. I can

sometimes vision them living their daily lives there. Sara describes the people, town and

surrounding views that give you a sense of being there and you can picture them in your mind as if

they are real memories..

Loved the story line. I can't wait for Sara's next book on the Greek Village/Island. I have read the

completed series.

Sorry I am Mrs Ann Silverton. I have read all the Greek Village Book series. I have recently opened

my own account on . Yes, I enjoyed A Stranger in the Village very much. As I enjoy reading all Sara

Alexi's books. The book's about a man who cannot forget his first love and spends his life

comparing everyone he meets with that first experience of love. The book is written extremely well

much better than I can express in writing this. An excellent read.
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